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	Welcome to this book. You have in your hands a book of ready-made solutions to common problems

	encountered while writing SQL to run against an Oracle database. I’ve written this book for the person in

	a hurry who needs to solve a specific problem and then get on with the job. Each recipe addresses a

	specific problem and presents a solid, working solution to that problem. For those who are interested,

	each recipe also provides an extended discussion of the solution and sometimes alternative solutions.

	Assuming only basic knowledge of C#, Beginning C# 5.0 Databases teaches all the fundamentals of database technology and database programming readers need to quickly become highly proficient database users and application developers.

	

	A comprehensive tutorial on both SQL Server 2012 and Visual Studio 2012, Beginning C# 5.0 Databases explains and demonstrates various techniques and ways to build a database application using T–SQL and C#. Full of practical, detailed examples, it’s been fully revised and updated for Winforms using C# 5.0 and Visual Studio 2012 and offers the most complete, detailed, and gentle introduction to database technology for all C# programmers at any level of experience.

	
		Comprehensively and concisely explains fundamental database concepts and database programming techniques
	
		Rich in step-by-step working examples of both T–SQL and C# programs
	
		Covers all the features ADO.NET most database programming ever requires



	What you’ll learn

	
		How relational databases work and how to use them
	
		How to create database and table objects using SQL Server 2012     
	
		How to write SQL queries to modify data in SQL Tables
	
		How to write SQL queries to retrieve data using various querying techniques, including JOINS
	
		How to write stored procedures in T–SQL and call them from C# 5.0 programs
	
		How C# 5.0 uses various techniques to access databases
	
		How to build Windows form based applications
	
		How to handle runtime anomalies i.e. Exceptions
	
		How to program with each individual object of ADO .NET
	
		How to use XML in database applications
	
		How to use LINQ to simplify C# database programming
	
		How to use ADO .NET Entity Framework
	
		How to use SQL CLR to create stored procedures using C#



	Who this book is for


	Beginning C# 5.0 Databases is for every C# programmer. Database programming requires relatively little knowledge of C# but a lot of knowledge about relational database concepts, database language SQL and ADO.NET. This book assumes no prior database experience and teaches you, always through hands–on examples, how to create and use relational databases with SQL Server 2012 and how to access them with C# 5.0 using ADO.NET. Almost every application needs to access a database, and this book teaches all the fundamentals you need and may ever need to develop professional database applications.
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Practical Data Science Cookbook - Real-World Data Science Projects to Help You Get Your Hands On Your DataPackt Publishing, 2014

	Key Features

	
		Learn how to tackle every step in the data science pipeline and use it to acquire, clean, analyze, and visualize data
	
		Get beyond the theory with real-world projects
	
		Expand your numerical programming skills through step-by-step code examples and learn more about the robust...
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The Wreckage of Paradise (Demon the Fallen 3)White Wolf Publishing, 2003

	Ten Seconds to Midnight


	Sabriel, seductive fallen angel that she is, has been playing games with the souls of mortals and devils alike. The demons Hasmed and Usiel have both felt the sting of her tender mercies, but now they may be her only hope of staving off an apocalypse. The ancient creature called Avitu has decided that...
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Frommer's Bermuda 2010 (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2009
As a team of veteran travel writers, Darwin Porter and Danforth Prince have produced numerous titles for Frommer’s, including guides to Italy, France, the Caribbean, England, Germany, and Spain. A film critic, newspaper columnist, and radio broadcaster, Porter is also a Hollywood biographer, author of at least four critically acclaimed...
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The Power of PROC FORMATSAS Institute, 2005
The FORMAT procedure in SAS is an extremely useful procedure that is often included in most
of my source code. I first started using PROC FORMAT to create formats to be used as a table
lookup for grouping data in reports. I then started to use PROC FORMAT to aid data set
creation and also to define new variables. I also learned to...
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Think Yourself Successful: Rewire Your Mind, Become Confident, and Achieve Your GoalsMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Dr. Alireza Azmandian was born in Tehran in 1953 and traveled to America in 1985, where he earned his master's degree in Engineering Management and his Ph.D. in Industrial and Systems Engineering from the University of Southern California. He returned to Iran in 1997 in order to pass on the invaluable achievements of the "technology...
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The 50 Greatest Dishes of the WorldIcon Books Ltd, 2017

	A knowledgeable and charmingly-written compendium, 50 Dishes features China’s banquet-pleasing Peking Duck, Thai green curry and the comforting coq au vin of France. There are servings of Italy’s carbonara, the paella of Spain and, of course, Britain’s fish and chips. And please save room for Black Forest gâteau....
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